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Abstract. Computer grap hic techni ques are applied to a celebrated
pro blem. The iterates of the "3%+1" function are st udied in base
two as a quas i cellular au tomaton. T his geomet ric approach brings to
a problem, previously st udied mainl y from the viewpoint of number
theory, questions and methods associated wit h automata th eory and
the study of d iscrete dynamical systems. Generic behaviors associated
with classes of seed values are demonstrated . Periodic and chaot ic
structures within iterate patterns are investigated . Fluctuations from
a steady decay are found to be independent of iterate size.

1 . Introduction

The "3x+l" problem, also known as the "Collatz problem," t he "Ulam
problem ," the "Syracuse conject ure" and th e "Kakutani conjecture," is
based on the integer funct ion

N I( ) - { (3x + 1)/2 if x is odd , (1.1)
x E , x - x / 2 if x is even.

The conjecture states that , for any init ial number , iterates of this function1

converge to the cycle 2#1. The problem of eit her prov ing the conjecture

1 As t he -3%+ 1- name indicates, the division by 2 for %odd is often omitted in pre
eeutatione of the problem. It is included in t he present definit ion 80 as to make each step
significant-3%+1 is even if :J; is odd-and to pack more information into the figures.
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Fig ure 1: Evol ution of a seed made of st rings of D's, L's, and 01
sequences. Expo nential growth and decay accompany uninterrupted
strings in the low bits .

or producing a counter example has resisted the best efforts of numerous
mathematicians; and to quote P. Erdos, "Mathematics is not yet ready
for such problems." (cr. Laga rias Il l). It is not even known whet her the
conjecture is decidable or not. J. H. Conway [21has proved, however , that
immediate generalizations of the function (1) yield undecidable problems
(see section 5). It has also been shown, through exp licit inspection with
computers, that the conjecture is t rue for all x ~ ·3 . 1012 (see Wagon 131) .
Introduct ions are ava ilable [3,41, as well as detailed reviews of recent results
II ].

In this work, the successive iterates of (1) are t abulat ed in base 2 and
the resulting patte rns are studied using a cellu lar automata paradigm . T his
imports the vantage of dyn amic al sys te ms and automata theory int o a
prob lem t rad itionally studied within the framework of number theory.

Base 2 is a natural choice because of t he cont rol role of the parity of
each ite rate under eqn. (1) and because it lends itself to detailed high
reso lution graphic display. T he bit representa tion displays the "insides" of
the iterates, in contrast with number theory approaches that focus on ly on
iterate size, a more limited form of information represented by the envelope
of the binary evolution.

Binary display, taking advantage of the exceptional synthetic power of
the eye, provides an immediate grasp of the regular and complex aspects
of specific iterates of eqn. (1) . For example, the initial value for figure 1
is made up of blocks of 0'5, 1's, and 01 alte rnations. From t he binary
structure it can be deduced that t his value gives characteristic un iform
decay followed by similar growth followed by gradual fluct uat ing decay. In
contrast, it is difficult to predict the outcome of this seed directly from its
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decimal representation:
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974531401139999908035338238787518831087622685759500752686790
645721294869076642610246561506109794452616149394264952351056
467049357396111882991200952930825690219563477477406382736387
001352809705260678646147934891950222065653439649905193036925
2365519668227957601483439393766301515514501922816.

Binary representation, in addition to allowing convenient description
of initial conditions, encourages characterization of generic behaviors for
whole classes of seeds .

Section 2 establishes the relationship between the 3x+1 problem and
cellular automata. Section 3 investigates how a quasi cellu lar automata
approach sheds light on the standard question: the evolution of the size of
successive iterates. Section 4 explores questions arising from this approach:
propagation of information and emergence of periodic, chaotic, and self
similar structures within the iterates. Section 5 considers generalizations
of the problem.

2. Quasi cellular automata representation

The pattern figures show t abulat ions in base 2 of the th e first 717 iterates
of the mapping (1), with starting values of x on the order of 10300

• The
iterates are shown below each other (one can think of a downward time
axis), and each iterate is represented with its least significant bit on the
left (a dot stands for a 1-bit, a blank for a o-bit).

Simple functions (similar to those of the lambda calculus and many
list-oriented programming languages) serve to simplify seed creation and
description. For example, three functions were used in generating seeds for
th e figures:

SP(min.max.n) sums every other power of a number between some mini
mum and maximum. The arguments are the minimum, the maximum, and
the number to be exponentiated.

TM(shift.n.iterations) generates Thus-Morse sequences (see e.g., [5]).
The rule

0>-> 01
1 >-> 10

is used to expand each bit . The mapping is iterated then shifted to provide
a "leader" of zero bits. The arguments are the shift, the seed number, and
the number of times to perform expansion.

RP(rep etitions.pattern.ones) repeats a bit pattern. It also specifies a
number of low-order one-bits to be used as leader bits. The arguments
are the number of times to repeat the pattern, the pattern itself, and the
number of ones t o add as a lead-in.
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The figures bear a st rong resemblance to one-dimensional cellular au
tomata patterns. The relationship to cellular automata can be determined
more precisely by examining the "mechanics" of the evclutlon.P

The value (0 or 1) 6: of the a-th bit of the t-th iterate often dep ends on ly
on the values of bits of neighboring orders of the preceding iterate, just as
in cellular automata. Two cases can occur:

1. The preceding iterate is even: its least significant bit b~-l is O.
This is the simplest case. The t-th iterate is obtained by dropping
the trailing 0 (division by 2) . Thus, in the figures (where the least
significant bit is on the left) there is a left shift :

(2.1)

This equation defines a bona fide cellular automaton, which is in fact
known as "rule 170" in Wolfram's numbering.

2. The preceding iterate is odd: bb-1 = 1. The multiplication by 3 is
performed by adding to X'-1 the double of itself. The new iterat e x' is
obtained by adding 1 to this result , and t hen dividing by 2. The first
addit ion might involve a carry bit , and 50 might the adding of a 1.
Denoting these two types of carry bit as c:-1 and «-1 respectively:

6' 6' - 1~ 6' - 1~ '-1 <-1
i = i+ l W i \J:) CH I EB a i+1 (x'-1 0dd) , (2.2)

where ED is the addit ion modulo 2. The index shift i--+ i+ 1 in the
right -hand side results from the final division by 2.

It is in this last case, involving carry bits, that the evolution of the bit
patterns can differ from those of cellular automata in an essential way. In
cellular automata the spee d of propagation of information is at most r cells
per step (the "speed of light" ), where r is the neighborhood's range, or
radius (most often taken to be one). In cont rast, a single app lication of
the function (1), because of carry bits, can propagate information over a
distance limited only by the bit structure of its argument. Take for example
the number 85, with binary representation 1010101. Multiplying it by 3
gives 11111111, and adding the last 1 gives 100000000. In this example
<:-1=0, but d:- 1= 1. The carry bit of the last add ition has turned a solid
block of f-bits into a solid block of ~bits with a propagation speed of seven
bits in one iteration. This mechanism is a pervasive source of small down
pointing white triangles (see in particular figures 2 and 3). Black triangles
are the result of a similar mechanism, but where C;-l EB d;-l = 0, or when

~These experiments were implemented in Common Lisp running on a variety of Lisp
machines: MIT CADRe, Texas Instruments Explorers, and Symbolics 36OO's. Particularly
useful in this case was the bignum feature of the Integer data type of Common Lisp which
sets no limit on the length of integers, automat ically allocating storage as necessary.
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the propagation of these carry bits is stopped by a string of O's on the
left of the basis of the triangle. Close inspection of iterate patterns shows
down-pointing triangles surmounted by a segment of alternating 0' and 1'5,
as in the binary representation of the number 85.

In general, the nonlocal operation of carry bits is effectively blocked by
the presence of two consecutive D's in the bit patterns, accounting for the
conspicuous cellular automata-like behavior of the 3x+ 1 function.

3. Dynamics of the envelope (i t erate sizes)

3.1 Role of t h e inner structure

The bit structure of the iterates bears directly on the standard question:
the evolution of size of successive iterates. Th is evolution is controlled by
the lowest significant bits. The value of the iterate will increase if the
lowest (parity) bit is a 1 and decrease if it is a o. When the parity bit
receives an uninterrupted string of 1'5 or D's, the iterate exhibits regular
growth or decay respectively. In both cases, the string is "consumed" in
the process. In the case of O's, the string is consumed by the simple left
shift-cf. eqn. (2). In the case of l's, the multiplication and addition erode
the regularity of the high bits of the low-order string , while also eroding
both ends of any other solid strings in the iterate. This results immediately
from eqn. (3), and is clearly illustrated in figure 1. Barring some unknown
(and unobserved) self-organizi ng behavior of the 3",+1 function (beyond
that leading to t he 2""1 attractor, of course), the probability that an
uninterrupted string of similar bits will arise spontaneously within some
specific n bits of the the iterate is 2/ 2n. In particular, when a low-order
string of 1's is exhausted, (as in figures 1 and 4) the iterate envelope slowly
drifts toward the 2'=1 cycle at the left. The solid string effect explains in
part the remarkable longevity of some sequences such as the one seeded by
the low value 27 (see [4]): its third iterate is 31=2'-1, with a solid string of
five 1'so Long uninterrupted strings of ones never appear "spontaneously"
in the figures, but only as a result of an exceptional "conspiracy" in the
initial conditions, as in figures 1 and 4. This agrees with the conjecture ,
which states that there are no sequences that diverge to infinity (and no
nontrivial cycles).

The more isolated an orderly structure in the high bits is, the more
likely it is to erode before it reaches the low bit of the iterate.

The absence of diverging sequences can be described in terms of Wol
fram's classification of cellular automata [6]. It rules out chaotic growth, as
in class 3, and also the emergence of stable vehicles such as occur in class 2
and class 4 au tomata. Class 2 status would be denied to the final 2'=1 cy
cle, which could be better characterized as being of "class 1+<." (Pattern
regions, however, can be described in terms of Wolfram's classes-c-e.g., the
periodic structure of the upper left of figure 5 is characteristic of class 2.)
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Figure 2: Evolution of the quasi-periodic seed SP(40,150,96). Small
variations in seed regularity produce both regular and chaotic behav
ior. A rare case in which isolated order survives long enough to enforce
regularity on the decay.

Figure 3: Evolut ion of the Thue-Morse sequence TM(64,228 ,5). The
generation of moire-like pat te rns is an optical illus ion produced by
staggered rows of triangles.
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Figure 4: Evolution of RP(30.000011111000001111.143). Continuous
decay of order. The envelope of the ordered patt erns are self-similar
to the large distorted triangles.

Figure 5: Evolution of RP(130.1100.21). The periodic mot ion on the
left is susta ined when fed steadily with an ordered string.
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3.2 Steady behavior of large iterates

The width w in binary pixels of a given iterate of size z is given by

w = [log, xJ + 1, (3.1)

where l·J denotes the integer value of its argument. Assuming that odd
and even iterates occur with equal frequency, iterate sizes will shrink on
the average by a factor 3/4 every two iterations. This appears in the
outer envelope of iteration patterns as an average negat ive slope (.6.wJ.6.t)
of ~ log2 ~ =::: -.21. This ratio has been found to characterize the early
evolutions of random seeds (not shown on the figures) and may be seen to
fit the middle part of the evolutions shown, after "thermalization" of the
special nature of seeds and before the arguments become too small (see in
particular the bottom right of figures 2 and 3).

Observed slopes appear to perform a random walk of low amplitude
around the exp ected value. In the course of the first thousand iterat ions,
the absolute fluctuations in width are well within a bound

{il.W)mu - 30 pixels - 10'. (3.2)

The value of this bound is found to be remarkably independent of the width
of the iterate itself (for x not too small) . Figure 6 shows, for different seeds,
the excursion tf of the actual width with respect to a reference average
width r t

O:=wt_rt . (3.3)

In this equation, rt is the width that would result from the steady decay
xt+2 = ~xt, that is:

1 3
r' = w· + ("2 log, 4) ' t. (3.4)

The three curves are quite similar despite their very different initial values
the seeds were random strings of 1000, 10,000, and 50,000 bits (from top
to bottom). Moreover, no significant left -right asymmetry can be detected
over a period of 1000 steps, despite a decay of approximately {3/4)500 
2- 210 _ 10-63 •

It should be emphasized that the reference lines of figure 6 are not
the result of a fit , but represent the a priori expected reference defined by
eqn . (3.4). The constancy of the fluctuations indicates that the evolution
is unaffected by cumulative processes proportional to iterate size.

It is generally agreed that "the appeal of the 3x+1 problem lies in the
irregular behavior of the successive iterates," (11 or in its propensity for pro
ducing "hailstone numbers" (4]. While the conjecture itself remains open,
it seems t hat rather than describing a generic property of eqn . (I), the
hailstone phenomena merely characterizes particularities of "small" values
(x < 10"). Indeed, the bound [eqn. (3.2)) for absolute fluctuations acco
modates the quite large relative fluctuations observed in the the ranges of
values generally studied.
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Figure 6: Width ftuctuations . Excursion tf of pixel width with respect
to a reference width rCfor random seeds on the order of 21000 , 210 ,000 .

and 250,000 (from top to bottom).

Figu re 1: Width fluctuations for seeds having various densities of l's
(from top to bottom: 9%, 20%, 50%, 80%, and 95%).
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Fig ure 8: Production of local complexity. Evolution of a seed made
of 100 O's in the lowest bits (upper left white rectangle) followed by
400 0001 sequences.

Figure 7 illustrates the regularity that characterizes "a lmost all" large
seeds. It shows d!for the entire lifetime [i.e., until the 2Fl cycle is reached)
of five groups of one hundred random seeds, each one hundred bits long.
Each group was generated with a bias favoring a particular percentage of
L's (from top to bottom: 9%,20%,50%,80%, and 95%). Here again-as
in figures 2 and 3-in biased evolutions the preponderance of 1's or D's
tends to disappear (If fluctuates around a horizontal line) as soon as any
uninterrupted strings in the low bit s are consumed.

4. Struct ural dynamics: periodic and chaotic behavior

The bit patterns invite an analysis of the 3x+l problem in terms of cel
lular au to mata concepts : dynamical sys tems, irreducib le complexity, and
propagation of information.

The 3x+1 patterns demonstrate evolution of true comp lexity from regu
lar seeds. Figure 8, in particular, shows that very simple periodic seeds can
generate chaotic strings. This figure illust rates apparently "spontaneous"
emergence of chaotic behavior, much as in complex cellular automata. In
fact, the oblique triangles on the lower right bear a strong resemblance to
those generated by Wolfram's rule 30 which is known for the remarkable
"random" quality of its sequences (compare in particular with figure 6.4 of
reference (71).

Most 3:z:+1 patterns are truly complex in that explicit computation is
the only way to predict details of future iterates. In general, a variety
of periodic and chaotic regions can simultaneously emerge from the same
init ial regu lar seed (random seeds yield uninteresting chaot ic patterns that
slowly drift to the left) . Also, single regions can disp lay period icity in space
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and complexity in time-see, e.g., the left part of figure 3.
Figure 5 illustrates a behavior typical of many driven dynamical sys

tems. Periodic motion in a region can he sustained as long as regularity is
steadily fed into that region (see the left part of the figure), in much the
same way as the Belusov-Zhabotinsky periodic reaction is sustained as long
as order is injected into the system under the form of the proper reactants
in the right proportions.

Another issue that arises naturally from the cellular automata represen
tat ion is the propagation of information . Information propagates locally to
the left when division by 2 occur; it propagates to the right, carried at
variable speed by the carry bits. The interaction of these two information
streams can produce oblique structures (see figure 2) and wavy moire-like
patterns, as in figure 3-notice that in this figure, the structures are not
oblique, but strict ly parallel.

5. Outlook

Generalization: function (1) is the simplest nontrivial instance of funct ions
of the form

g(x) = aix + bi iff z = i (mod p) i = 0, ... , p - 1, (5.1)

where p is a prime integer and the coefficients a. and bi are rational num
bers. This class is of particu lar interest because it contains provably unpre
dictable functions [21 . A display analysis similar to the one applied here to
eqn. (1) can be applied to system (5.1) and to related problems, such as the
fractional parts of (~)' (see, e.g., [I ,7J), by representing th e various states
i = 0, . . . , p - 1 with different colors. Such techniques make mathematical
topics more widely accessible, as in the case of the now classic computer
graphic st udies of Julia and Mandelbrot sets [8,91 .
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